FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
3.   THE  REPLY   OF   PARLIAMENTARY   SOCIALISM :   JAUR^S
There are few sharper contrasts than that presented by the
two phases of French Socialism. During the first half of the
nineteenth century original Socialist thought flourishes ; writer
after writer appears, each with his distinct original contribution
to make to a body of doctrine rapidly growing so full as to be
in all essentials complete, so that later writers, of whatever
nation, had little left to do save to develop, expand, draw ex-
plicit inferences, from vaguely stated principles. But all these
new ideas, while undoubtedly symptomatic of widespread rest-
lessness concerning social conditions, seemed limited to a very
small number of virtually professional, or at least specialized,
thinkers. Of a body of Socialist men of action, of anything
approaching a political party, there was no trace ; and as a force
it seemed that French Socialism could well be ignored. At the
meeting of the first Socialist International, French Socialists
were but a handful, and by that time they seemed to have
lost even the intellectual leadership that first was theirs: the
two tendencies in Socialist theory are then represented by
Marx and Bakunin, however French in origin their thought
may be.
From that time, which corresponds to the death of Proudhon,
down to the end of the century, the whole life of French
Socialism passes from thought to action. While it is slowly and
painfully building itself up into a political force, it becomes
doctrinally negligible: none of its leaders are in any sense
original thinkers, and the theories to which they appeal are
le parlementarisme et peut-£tre la democratic),Tid^e de progres, rinternational-
isme, le criticisme, le r^actionarisme parlementaire et badin."
One of the most interesting studies on P£guy and his circle is in Platz's
Geistige Kampfe in Moderne Frankreich. He sees in him mainly the champion
of the restoration of the religious idea, applying, as it were, Bergsonism to
politics as Sorel was to do in another connection. He insists on the eschato-
logical aspect and missionary spirit of the P^guy circle, and on its stress of
inward experience in religion. But, overfond of action, it often condemns
without understanding (e.g. its shortsighted attitude to Sangnier and the
Sillon). P^guy is an artist more than a thinker; his main task was to try to
link together the national idea, the Republican democratic faith, and the
Church.
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